In 1924, in what the press quickly called a 'monster case', ninety-three people were tried for criminal abortion in Limburg in the province of Hesse-Nassau. The chief defendant, Frau Kastner, a mother of four, received three years' penal servitude with five years loss of civil rights for 'performing abortions for monetary gain'. Her husband, as her accomplice, received three years' prison with three years' loss of civil rights. The aborting women, who came from seventeen surrounding villages, were tried for 'attempted abortion', given that pregnancy could not be established for certain. Most of them were found guilty, as were the husbands or lovers who had arranged abortions, although some of the sentences were commuted upon appeal.

A close analysis of this case is one of the many jewels of Cornelie Usborne's *Cultures of Abortion*. According to Usborne, the history of Germany in the twentieth century can be read against the background of clause 218 of the penal code of 1871, which criminalised abortion. Changes to the abortion law constituted a 'fine barometer of the social status of women, official family policy and views on sexual mores' (p. 4). In the Weimar Republic, which Usborne focuses on, a decree of the Supreme Court, passed in 1927, which permitted therapeutic abortion, made the German law on abortion the most liberal in the world (the decree was quickly reversed during the Nazi regime). While Usborne examined the public discourses on birth control in her earlier *The Politics of the Body in Weimar Germany* (1992), in her most recent book she aims to 'explore the history \[of abortion\] from below, to make visible the more hidden practices and private encounters between predominantly lower-class women and their helpers' (p. 3).

Using a mixture of *Alltagsgeschichte*, micro-history, and discourse analysis, Usborne approaches her topic by increasingly narrowing her focus. After an introductory chapter, the first chapter thus explores representations of abortion in a number of popular culture sources, such as silent feature films, novels, plays and poetry. The next chapter examines two court cases from Bavaria to investigate the medical abortion practice of two doctors, the reactions of other doctors and law enforcement agencies, and the experiences of women patients. In Chapter four, 'Abortion in the marketplace: lay practitioner and doctors compete', Usborne reflects on the nature of medical and lay abortion in the Weimar Republic and argues that the perception of the dangers of lay abortion was to some extent a construction of medical discourse, and that women often preferred to use the services of lay abortionists, or 'wise women'. Chapter five looks at women's perception of abortion. Carefully unearthing the meanings of the women's testimony in court records and police interviews, Usborne reconstructs lower-class women's voices and experiences of abortion. While women were familiar with the medical discourse of the times, they often thought about early pregnancy and abortion in pre-modern ways that eschewed the scientific medical language. The sixth chapter explores the Limburg trial and builds up a picture in which in the seventeen villages that were involved in the trial, abortion was not considered a crime but a run-of-the-mill experience and a useful way to deal with an unwanted pregnancy. The final chapter goes on to reflect on the continuities and changes in abortion policy from Imperial Germany until the early years of the Nazi regime.

It all adds up to a richly textured analysis of medical and lay abortion discourses and practices, artistic representations of the procedure, and of women's, particularly lower-class women's, own perceptions and experiences of abortion. Skilfully using an impressive variety of sources, Usborne provides a meticulous, insightful, and lively study that questions some of the continuing assumptions about the Weimar Republic, such as the supposed divide between the countryside and towns when it comes to fertility control and the extent of the medicalisation of German society, and provides an exciting example of how to approach the history of the body.
